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Q.1 Which sentence is punctuated correctly?
a) We can try to find it now or we can wait until it's lighter.
b) We can try to find it now, we can wait until it's lighter.
c) We can try to find it now or, we can wait until it's lighter.
d) We can try, to find it now, or we can wait,until it's lighter.
Q.2Which of these uses the comma correctly?
a) I want to buy the new jacket but it is too expensive.
b) I want to buy the new, jacket but it is too expensive.
c) I, want to buy the new jacket, but it is, too expensive.
d) I want to buy the new jacket, but it is too expensive.
Q.3Which word means not fat?
a) nonfat
b) fatty
c) misfat
d) underfat
Q.4What does the root aqua mean?
a) river
b) stream
c) water
d) soda
Q.5 Complete the sentence with the choice that represents the present
progressive tense.
They
a) are going
b) have gone
c) go
d) were going

to the store to buy bananas.

Q.6Which of these sentences uses commas correctly?
a) Jerry asked “When is the championship game?”,
b) Jerry asked “When is the championship game?.”
c) Jerry. asked “When is the championship game?”
d) Jerry asked, “When is the championship game?”

Q.7 What does the suffix ology mean?
a) one who studies
b) the study of
c) able to
d) many
Q.8 Choose the best word to use to replace the word in ALL CAPS and fix
the double negative.
Dad didn't do NOTHING to help with my project.
a) none
b) something
c) anything
d) no
Q.9 Which sentence is correct?
a) He was hit bad in the game last week.
b) Him was hit badly in the game last week.
c) His was hit bad in the game last week.
d) He was hit badly in the game last week.
Q.10 Which is NOT a prepositional phrase?
a) in the valley
b) across the street
c) hitting the yard
d) over the hill
Q.11 Which sentence is punctuated correctly?
a) “I will be there around noon,” Michael replied.
b) “I will be there around noon” Michael replied,.
c) “I will be there, around noon” Michael replied.
d) “I will be there around noon” Michael, replied.
Q.12Knowing the meaning of the prefix re- helps the reader know that
reuse means:
a) to use the most
b) to use again
c) to use before
d) did use
Q.13 What does reread mean?
a) read before
b) read again
c) read wrong
d) not read

Q.14 When you do not agree with someone, you
a) disagree.
b) preagree.
c) reagree.
d) unagree.
Q.15 Knowing the meaning of the prefix pre- helps you know that precut
means:
a) to cut now
b) someone who cuts
c) to cut before
d) to cut again
Q.16 When you do not listen to your parents, you
a) obey.
b) disobey.
c) reobey.
d) preobey.
Q.17Choose the sentence that uses commas correctly.
a) There are five, birds in that tree.
b) My mom likes to read books to my brother and, I.
c) Gorillas eat bugs sometimes, but they usually eat fruit
Q.18 What is the meaning of swimming in this sentence?
We are swimming in the river.
a) swimming is happening now
b) one who swims
c) swimming already happened
d) swimming will happen tomorrow
Q.19 Which sentence is correctly punctuated?
a) What is the month after July, "asked Holly".
b) What is the month after July asked Holly?
c) "What is the month after July?" asked Holly.
d) "What is the month" after July asked Holly?
Q.20 The pointer aimed in my direction.
What does POINTER mean in this sentence?
a) one who points
b) pointing now
c) pointed in the past
d) in the style of a point

